SUPER SPECIAL BONUS CHARACTERS CREDITS!

SHAUNI THE FELIMARA BY SAMANTHA ‘SHAUNI’ LOWE!
http://pebbleversion.com/ROM/
(shauni-chan at deviantart)

BY SAPPHIRE LIGHT!
http://muchadoaboutanido.webs.com/
(star-sapphire-light at deviantart)

BY CARMEN ‘A BRO’ D!
who needs another website AAAAAA
(mercnash at deviantart)

ALSO BY CARMEN! YESSSSS
(stillllll mercnash at deviantart)

THANKS TO THE SWELL GUYS (ER, LADIES) WHAT ENTERED MY CATCHARACTER CATCONTEST!
HUF-

HUF-

HUF-

AH!

N-NO!

IT WENT THAT WAY!

HIDE! GOT TO HIDE!

NGH-...

WHERE IS IT? IT CANNOT HAVE GONE FAR.

EH, MAYBE IT’S DOWN THERE.

MAYBE IT’S HIDIN’ DOWN IN THE DITCH.

THAT IS THE DITCH WHERE WE DUMPED THE BODIES OF THE OTHERS.

YOU JUS’ SAYIN’ THAT SO WE DON’T HAVE TA GO CHECK?

YOU BIG SOOK! THEY AIN’T EVEN REAL DEAD BODIES!

IT IS LOST.

LET’S GO BACK.

THEY STILL ALIVE, IF BARELY. IT AIN’T THAT BAD!
I CAN'T HELP YOU ALL BY MYSELF...

THOSE MKRE WHO STOLE YOUR MAGIC... THEY...

IF WE GET THE MAGIC BACK, IT SHOULD BE OK

BUT I-

I WILL GET HELP!

THERE IS ONE WHO CAN HELP...

HE WHO LEFT TO BECOME GREAT, TO BE STRONGER...

OH MY GODS SNATCH, THAT IS SOOO GROSS!

HAHAHAHAHAHA!
MMF MMF MMF!

MAH GWA MMF!!

HEY.

GUH?!

YOU'RE LOOKIN' KIND OF COOL THERE, CATFACE.

EH?

AH, NEVERMIND! NOT WHY I'M HERE!

I THINK YOU'VE GOT A VISITOR.

ARE YOU EXPECTIN' ANYBODY?

N...NO?

UH, OH WELL...

YOU'D BETTER COME WITH ME ANYWAY.
C'MON SNATCH! I WOND'R WHO'S COME VISIT YA?
WELL, MIGHT NOT BE A VISITOR... HARD TO TELL...
UHHHHH SNATCH NOT KNOW THIS WORD....
WHAT MEANS 'VISITOR'? UHHHH....

EH?
HUUH?

WORTH A TRY! BE'MARI IS SAURIAN WORD FOR IT... LET'S SEE... IN MONSTER IT MIGHT BE...

KRHHRA-?

DIID I GET THE ACCENT RIGHT?

AHHH, SNATCH HAVE MRKRA

AH! WAIT! MRKRA? WHO MRKT? WHO WANT TO MRK-RRH SNATCH?!

I HAVE NO, NO IDEA WHAT YOU JUST SAID....

MONSTER LANGUAGE IS BASED ON TONE MORE THAN WORDS, CLANNER.
NOW... THE VISITOR WE HAVE NEVER DID SAY THEY WERE HERE TO SEE YOU, SO DON'T EXPECT ANYTHIN',
WE'RE RUNNING ON ASSUMPTIONS HERE...

WHY WOULD YOU ASSUME, ER, THAT?
PURE DEDUCTIVE REASONING.

THOUGH AH, MAYBE OF THE SPECIOUS KIND.

IT MEANS 'FOLLOW ME', OKAY.
Well, here we are. I guess you can tell us if this is a visitor or not, right cat?

I mean it’s either that or just some random monster encounter...

Arrrr...

Huh... I can sort’a see why ye’d assume a visit’r... Snatch?

Eh?

Skysh!

Mwah?

Great, you found him! So er, is it...

...it is a visitor, right?

Gah!!

Yep, called it.

So er, ya do know him, eh Snatch?

...him?

Oh, no... Skysh is lady.

Oh uh, o’ course...

Skysh, better if arrrrr... Better if transform, no?

Mr?

See, Skysh is lady.

...Uh-huh.
WELL HEYA, SKYSH! I'M CLAW!

SNATCH! TROUBLE AT MEWAH! YOU GREAT FIGHTER NOW, YOU HELP—AH—

AH—

SNATCH GREAT FIGHTER NOW, YES?

EHHH....

BUT HEY SNATCH, WHA'S THIS ER, MNAARGY... THIN'?

MERNWAH... IS FAMILY, IS HOME...

YES! MUST GO SAVE THEM! WE LEAVE NOW!

EH?

UH...... NO, YOU WON'T LEAVE NOW...

FEATHERS NO CAN STOP US! BIG TROUBLE, MUST GO, MUST HELP!

I DON'T WANT TO STOP YOU, BUT SNATCH IS A STUDENT HERE, HE CANNOT LEAVE WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF HEADMISTRESS MANA RYUSHIN.

HNP?

OH YES? WHO MANA?

EH, MANA IS RORARH—

HAHA, YEAH, BUT I WOULDN'T CALL HER THAT WITHIN EARSHOT!

THEN WE ASK MANA!

YEAH... YOU MIGHT LIKE TO ASK HER MORE POLITELY THAN YOU ASKED ME....

FEATHERS SHUT MOUTH! SKYSH PLENTY POLITE!!
SNATCH NO EXPECT TO SEE SKYSH...
WHAT IS BIG TROUBLE?
IS BAD...
CURRR. COME, TAKE ALL. MR-KO MAGIC...
WHAT?

ATCH THE HORN, THE WINGS, ALL GONE.
TAKE ALL, WITH NO MAGIC, NO HAVE POWER FOR...
ANYTHING, NOT EVEN TO MOVE, ALL OF THEM...
TAKE IRRED MAGIC... THEN CURRR. DUMP
MR-KO FELIMARA BODIES INTO DITCH.
WHAT?!
WHAT...?

B-BUT HOW?!
SKYSH NOT KNOW HOW, NOT KNOW WHY.
SKYSH THINK ONLY ONE WHO ESCAPE, SO COME
TO GET HELP, COME TO FIND SNATCH...
SINCE SNATCH LEAVE TO GET STRONG,
THINK IS ENOUGH TO SAVE THEM.

BUT... SNATCH NOT LOOK
MUCH STRONGER... IS
LOOK THE SAME, MAYBE
SOME NEW SCRATCHES...
SNATCH WILL HELP! STRONG NOT
MATTER, MUST SAVE THEM!
UGH.

EVEN AFTER THOSE BLOODY REMEDIAL SPOKEN
LANGUAGE CLASSES, HE STILL TALKS LIKE THAT?
IT'S LIKE HE WANTS ME TO LOOK LIKE A
BAD TEACHER.
WHAT'S WITH ALL THE CHATTERING OUT HERE?
HAA, GOTTA GO.

ER, HI HEADMISTR'SS.
HMP?

AH, HELLO STUDENT... UHH... I'M REASONABLY SURE THAT'S NOT A STUDENT.

ME SKYSH! ME POLITE! ME SNATCH MRRYCH!

SNATCH'S FAMILY IS IN SOME KIND OF TROUBL'. YA Gotta LET HIM GO AN' HELP THEM!

IS GSNRK!

HIS FAMILY...?

AH YES... I SEE. THAT IS IMPORTANT. CROW... WAS IT? THAT IS... UNFORTUNATE. HE MUST INDEED GO AND HELP THEM. BUT I DON'T THINK HE CAN DO IT ALONE.

WHADAYA MEAN HE CAN'T DO IT ALONE?
JUST AN OBSERVATION.

NO MATTER! DHARK'S IS A HERO SCHOOL, AFTER ALL. A GOOD PART OF THAT IS SUPPLYING STRENGTH FOR HEROIC ENDEAVOURS. AND SO-

WHOA, SKIP SCHOOL TO GO ON AN ADVENTURE?!
I'M UP FOR ANYTHING!

W-WAIT, YOU WANT ME TO- W-WHAT?
W-WHY...?

SUPERVISE? WELL SURE!
CHANGE IS AS GOOD AS A HOLIDAY!

HEY!
WHAT ABOUT ME?!

YES, WHAT ABOUT YOU?
WHY CAN'T I GOOOO?!

OKAY, SURE, I'M HERE AT DHARK'S T' AVOID MY FAMILY AN' TH' OUTSIDE WORLD, BUT STILL! I COULD DEFINITELY HELP! IT'S IMPORTANT!

SNAAAAAAAAATCH-

ALIGH!

THA'S IT!

NET'L! COV'R ME, I'M GOIN' AFTER SNATCH AND SKYSH!

...WHO?

...WHAT?

SNATCH'S FAMILY IS IN TROUBL'! I GOT'A GO HELP AN' HIM!

...WHAAAAAT?

WHY DIDN'T ANYBODY TELL ME??
...Oh, whoops.

Sorry about tha' net'il, wanna come an' help too?

Oh, heheh, not really I guess... I mean, I'm meant to be a nature power, fighting monsters and all... I don't think I can help, but good luck.

Fair, er, fair enough! Cov'r me, an' I'll see ya lat'r!

Okay...

Heyyy-

Did I only get invited so that you guys can bum riding monsters off me?

Oh well... That did work out rather well, didn't it?

Not cool.
SO THEN, WE'RE OFF TO SAVE A BUNCH OF CATMONSTERS FROM AN UNDEFINED THING.

YEP.

ALL RIGHT THEN.

HEY UM, SNATCH, I WAS WONDERING...

EH?

AH, NO...

SKYSH HAS WINGS AND HUMNS, AND YOU DON'T. IS THAT A GIRL THING, OR WHAT?

IT IS EH, IT IS FIGHTING THING.

WE FELIMARA, WHEN OLDER AND FIGHT MORE, GROW WING AND HORN WHEN WIN FIGHT.

WIN MORE FIGHT, GET BIGGER HORN, BIGGER WINGS. ALL FELIMARA LIKE THIS.

AND YOU...

SNATCH HAVE NO HORN OR WING...

SNATCH NOT EVER WIN A FIGHT....

...NEVER?

HAHAHA! YOU CAME ALL THIS WAY TO FETCH SNATCH TO HELP SAVE YOUR CAT BUDDIES, BUT HE'S NEVER WON A FIGHT? TOO MUCH!

SNATCH LEAVE TO GET STRONG! OF COURSE COME FETCH HIM!

WELL YEAH... BUT HE DIDN'T LEAVE THAT LONG AGO, RIGHT?

IT TAKES TIME TO GROW YOUR STRENGTH.

SO WAIT. IF IT AIN'T THE WINGS THING, THEN LOOKING AT YOU TWO THERE'S NOT MUCH OF A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BLOKE AND LADY FELIMARA - BEIDES THE OBVIOUS.

MUST GET CONFUSING LOOKING SO MUCH THE SAME, HAHA.

YOU NO THINK SKYSH LADYLIKE?!
MR. CK, SKYSH, IS JUST PEOPLE...

LOKI, SEE? IS EASY TO TELL DIFFERENT. TEETH OTHER WAY ON LADY FELIMARA! HORNS, TOO.

AND NOT ALL FELIMARA CAN CHANGE, BUT...

WHEN LOOK LIKE THIS, LADY USUALLY HAVE MORE FUR UP HERE, YOU SEE?

OTHER DIFFERENCE, TOO... BUT NOT FOR SAYING...

HAHAHA, FAIR CALL.

WAIT A SECOND... CHEST FUR? FANGS? ...SNATCH, DOES THAT MEAN NETTLE LOOKS KIND OF LIKE A LADY TO YOU?

AH, YES, IS LOOK-

EH?! NETTLE IS NOT A LADY?!
YOU'RE HIS DORM-MATE AND YOU DIDN'T EVEN KNOW THAT?! HAHAAH!

HEHEHEH OH WOW...

AH WELL... IT IS GETTING LATE, WE'D BETTER START LOOKING FOR SOMEPLACE TO SET UP CAMP, ALRIGHT?

HAHAHAHA...

SNATCH, ME NO LIKE THESE PEOPLE. ME THINK WE BETTER OFF WITHOUT. SHOULD LEAVE.

EHH...?

SHOULD NOT WASTE TIME RESTING. SHOULD LEAVE NOW, MUST SAVE MR-RNGH.

HEY, MIND IF I JOIN YA?
AH! CLAW!

HE YA SNATCH, SKYSH!

WHEN... HOW YOU FOLLOW SO FAR?

HEHEH!

NO PROBL'M! I JUS' KEEP PLODDIN' ALONG!

HEH... KIND OF A PAIN... BUT MY FEET'RE USED T' IT!

CLAW ONLY HUMAN! WE MUST GO NOW!

CAN KEEP UP WITH FELIMARA?

NO PROBLEM, CATFACE!

COMPARED T' TH' TIME I RAN AWAY FR'M HOME, THIS IS NOTHIN'!

THEN... WE GO.

UM... NOT GOIN' T' REST A BIT?...

NO, IS HURRY. CAN STILL KEEP UP?

NO- NO PROBLEM.

THANK FOR HELP, CLAW. IS MEAN A LOT TO SNATCH...

AW, NO BIG DEAL! I KNOW YOU'D DO TH' SAME F' ME - IF I CARED ABOU' MY FAMILY!

BUT INCIDENT'L... SKYSH IS SHE'S KIND OF A...

EH? NO, SKYSH IS LADY CAT, IS NO DOG.

HEE HEE, NOT QUITE WHAT I MEANT...
HMM...

Looks like those Felimara have just up and gone...

That's... unfortunate.

I don't suppose either of you know how to track...?

I'm sorry, Mister Neil, I don't know...

Well um, I kind of can, but it's like the one thing I'm not good at.

Great, Loki! Then it is up to you! You can do it, I believe in you. Lead the way.

I don't get any say in this, huh? Yeah this'll turn out well...
SO, SEEMS LIKE WE’VE GOT QUITE A SMALL CLASS TODAY, HMM?

WE’RE MISSING JARED, SNATCH, LOKI... AND UH... WHERE IS PHOENIX CLAW?

DELTA? DON’T YOU SHARE A DORM? UMMM, YEAH, BUT I HAVEN’T SEEN HER SINCE YESTERDAY...

MEANWHILE...

OH! I KNOW WHERE CLAW IS!

YES, NETTLE?

...SHE’S SICK?

THAT’S... NOT REALLY A ‘WHERE’.

SHE’S SICK.
SO WE'RE HEADED DOWN T' THA' DITCH...?

...LOOKS MUCH THE SAME AS E'RYTHIN' ELSE.

NOT WORRY, IS NO FAR.

CAN SMELL IT, AT EDGE OF MOUNTAIN LAND NOW. IF Y' SAY SO.

SO WHA'S TH' PLAN?

EH?

...PLAN, Y' KNOW. WHA' ARE WE GON' T' DO TO SAVE YER FAM'LY FROM TH', UH...

GRNKR...

RIGH'.

WE CAN'T JUS' MARCH IN W/OUT A PLAN. IF THESE FELLAS GOT YER WHOLE FAM'LY, WE AIN'T GONNA BE ABL' T' TAKE 'EM ON HEAD-ON...

UHMM

HM, THERE THREE

GRNKR-

MEANS PEOPLE.

THEY VERY STRONG

GRNKR-

MEANS PEOPLE

ME UM, WE FIND THEM...

THEN WHAP?

UHMM

GY'PE!!

SNATCH! ARE Y'OK?

F-FOOT C-C-CAUGHT!!

A TRAP! WHO WOULDA...? HOLD STILL SNATCH, I'LL FREE YA!

WAIT!

ME HAVE UM, 'PLAN'!
Wait... what?

People leave trap. Snatch stay as bait. People find snatch. Claw and Skysh can follow. Is good idea.

Good? That's jus'...

Uh... that could work. It's kind of risky.

Is good! Claw and Skysh need hide, snatch wait here!

Be careful, snatch!

Mrraw wrrrr!

Geez, that sounds awful. Does he really gotta cry like that?

How else people know he there? Silly human.

Oh! Do y' see tha'?

Hmm...

Look, they're both super strong. Fast. They can fly. They're aliens who now protect the planet. But only one of them knows kicks. Martial arts! And once he powers up, BAM! Victory!

They can both... yeah sure, but only one can travel back in time. Silver-Abet pretty sure his special ability is pulling special abilities out of his ass. No way he'd lose.

Is them!

Hold that thought! Hear that? I think we caught a kitty-cat!

Mrrrooo!

Aha!

Ugh, that sounds awful. Does he have to cry like that?

Mrrrowrra!

Oh, lucky! I haven't seen this one around before!

Unlucky. That one doesn't have any horns or wings. I doubt Enka will be impressed.

Aw dangit...
HM... IT COULD STILL WORK
THOUGH,Couldn't it?

PERHAPS...
WE'D BETTER TAKE IT
BACK, JUST IN CASE.

YOU GOT THE BAG?
OF COURSE.

ALL RIGHT, ON THREE...
ON, OR AFTER?

ON... WHAT'D I SAY?
UGH, JUST BE QUIET.

ONE... TWO...

WUMP!

YOU DIDN'T SAY
'THREE'.

IT HARDLY
MATTERS.

LET'S GET GOING.

DOES IT MATTER.
YOU'RE SUCH A DINK.

RIGH THEN, SKYSH! THA'S OUR CUE!

'GROAN!

YES!

WE GET THEM!

KILL!

WHAA-?

SSH! NO!

WE QUIETLY -QUIETLY!
SNEAK AFTER 'EM AN'
FIND THEIR BASE. LIKE
SNATCH'S PLAN!

YES, AND WHAT
MEANS THIS WORD
'PLAY'?

...IT MEANS QUIET AN' DO WHA' I TELL YA.

WE'LL KEEP OUT'A SIGHT, AN'
FOLLOW THEM SCALERS.

WHAT A SILLY WORD.
AND SO...
HEY... THA' WASN'T TOO FAR, WAS IT?
YOU GOT SOME KEYS?
OF COURSE!
RIGHT, IN YA GO!

HAAH, NOW THE CAT'S OUT OF THE BAG!
THAT WAS APPALLING, REN.
WHY THANK YOU, TARL.

ENKA! ENKA!
WE'RE BACK!

RIGHT HERE, BOYS! GIVE US A HAND, WILL YA?

I FOUND THIS FELIMARA SNIFFIN' ABOUT THE CAMP. GRAB US A CAGE, QUICK!

RIGHT AWAY! HERE YA GO!

HAAA, NICE KITTY...
GOT HIM!

HE'S A STRONG ONE. WE SHOULD PROBABLY PULL HIS MAGIC OUT SOON.

OWRR.
HUH? WHAT'S THAT?

OH YEAH, WE CAUGHT A CAT TOO. UH, KIND OF.

KIND OF...? IS THIS EVEN A FELIMARA? IT'S SO SCRANNY. UGH!

OH, UM...
IT DOESN'T EVEN HAVE THE SMALLEST OF HORES, AND NO WINGS WHATSOEVER! IT'S USELESS! IT'S JUST AN OVERSIZED KITTEN!

HMPH.

PATHETIC.

...AND UNLIKE AN ACTUAL KITTEN, I BET WE COULDN'T EVEN SELL IT ON THE SIDE.

UGH. WE'LL FIGURE OUT WHAT TO DO WITH IT LATER. FOR NOW, LET'S GET THE GOOD ONE READY TO SIPHON.

SO THEN, I THINK...

GYE-RK!

CRRRROAAAA!

GET OFF ME, MONSTER!

ARE YOU OKAY, ENKA?

HAAH... I'LL BE FINE.

I GUESS EVEN KITTENS HAVE TEETH.

MRRR!

MEOW!

SMAA!

GEEZ, THOSE CAT NOISES CREEP ME OUT.

WUSS.

WELL THEN...

...LET'S GET THIS OVER WITH.

WHAT IS TO DO NEXT?

TRICKY... I DON' KNOW... IT'S A DELIC' SITUATION.

HMMM....

NO 'PLAN'?

WELL GOLLY GEE, SKYSH, WHY DON' I JUS' STOP THINKIN' ABOUT IT AND MARCH RIGH' ON IN! I SHOULD--

OHHH. THA' MIGH' ACTUALLY WORK.

WAIT HERE, SKYSH.
:MWA AAAA:

ARE YOU OKAY? WHAT IS GOING ON?

SNATCH! I THOUGHT YOU WERE GONE FOR GOOD...

SNATCH! I MISS MY MOTHER...

I WANT TO GO HOME...

*TRANSLATED FROM MONSTERSPEAK, OF COURSE!

IT WILL BE OK. I HAVE A FRIEND WHO IS GOING TO HELP US-

IT WILL NOT BE OK...

HM?

THESE WRETCHED BEINGS HAVE TAKEN ALMOST OUR WHOLE TRIBE. TAKEN THEIR MAGIC LIFEFORCE, LEAVING THEM BUT EMPTY HUSKS.

IF OUR STRONGEST FALL, WHAT HOPE HAS A KITTEN LIKE YOU?

WORTHLESS...

AHH, ANOTHER FEJMARA'S MAGIC IS IN MY AMULET. I CAN FEEL MY POWER GROW.

SOON, I WILL BE ABLE TO-

WHAT?

NICE!

HI THERE!
WHO ARE YOU?! Hey, relax! My name is Ah, Vari'f. Vari'f Ake.

WHY ARE YOU HERE?! H-hey! Relax!

I HEARD YA GOT A GOOD THIN' GOIN' HERE. I WANT IN!

REALLY...? AND YOU KNOW WHAT IT IS WE'RE DOING?

C'MON, I KNOW YOU GOT SOMETHIN' GOOD, I COULD BE A REAL ASSET! COUNT ME IN, YEAH?

OF COURSE!

AND JUST WHERE DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS?

OH, HAH, I HEARD IT FR'M A GUY, YA KNOW.

SO I'M IN, RIGH? ONE LAST QUESTION.

YES? HOW LONG DID YOU THINK YOUR PATHETIC RUSE WOULD LAST?!

UM...

LET'S SEE...

LONG ENOUGH T'...

NICK SHORT ROUND'S KEYS! MWAHA!

MNAT'IR!

GRAB THAT HIPPIE!!
OOF!

Hmph, I should have guessed sooner.

Bare feet... green clothing... kind of smelly...

Smelly??

You're nothing but a dirty, tree-hugging hippie!

A... wha'?

You're here to free the Felimara! Don't deny it!

Well... yes...?

Wha' does tha' have t' do with... huggin' trees?

Wha' do you mean? I don't smell, either!

I don' hug trees. An' I don' smell, either!

I beg to differ.
I... Wait...

What is that on your neck?

Is that... that looks like... a symbol of Phoenix?

Oh th'...

I'm a servant of the Fire God - a Phoenix Clann'r. Did I not mention th' when I gave yer my extremely fake name?

H-huh!

There's no way - you're not really an immortal!

That's just not possible!

Bargh!

Gya-k!

About time, you guys.
DID YOU REALLY THINK IT WOULD BE THAT EASY?! K...KIND'A...

DANGIT!

GRRAAWH!

SKYSH!

YOU'RE NEXT, HIPPIE!

AW DANGIT.

GEHEH... WHY DON’ WE ALL JUS’ RELAX F’R A SEC’N D, AN’...

SNATCH!!

ARE YOU OK?! SNATCH!

MOW....

YOU BIG DUMMY! YOU DIDN’T HAVE T’....

TWO DOWN...

ONE TO GO!

BRING IT.

WHOA, I DIDN’T KNOW HIPPIES CARRIED KNIVES. SHOULD WE LH... SHOULD WE DO SOMETHING?

NAH, THEY’LL BE RIGHT.
I HAVE THE POWER OF YOUR FELIMARA FRIENDS!

DO YOU REALLY THINK YOU CAN BEAT ME? I AM-

...WHERE'S MY AMULET?

HAHAHA NO WAY! NICE ONE, SNATCH!

BUT- THAT'S-!!

HERE, SNATCH! GIVE US A LOOK!

AW NO, THERE'S SOMETHIN' WRONG WITH IT.

RIGHT' HERE, SEE?!

NO!!!

...OW.

...I THINK I JUS' STABBED MYSELF A LIL' BIT.

ENKA!

?MOWE? NO....

ENKA! H-HEY, ARE YOU...?

GYAAAGH!!

OOPS. THIS IS ALL YOUR FAULT, REN.

-HUF

HIPPIE! I'M GOING TO MURDER YOU SO HARD FOR THAT!!

HAHAHAHA... IS THAT REALLY WHAT'CHA LOOK LIKE WITHOUT THAT MAGIC? HAHAHA!
GRR! I'LL HAVE THE LAST LAUGH YET!

PFFFHAHA HAHHAHA!

THIS IS HOW WE BEGAN THIS OPERATION,
WE CAN BUILD IT UP AGAIN JUST FINE!

AND WE'LL START BY GETTING RID OF YOU...

HAHAHA, OK!

ALRIGHT, BOYS! LET'S--

HRRROAAAAAARRRGH!!

GYAH!

YOU THINK THAT SCARES ME?! I'M STRONGER THAN THOSE TWO IDIOTS PUT TOGETHER! I CAN--

I CAN--... I...

I CAN'T...

M-MAYBE WE SHOULD HAVE DUMPED THE BODIES FARHER OUT... MUCH FARHER...

I SURRENDER...

AW YES!

GAH!

Yeah I'm getting that.
Shaun, stop!**

That human is a friend of mine. She helped us defeat the Scared Ones.

Oh?

What about those ones?

Hey?

*Yeah, translated*

Gahh what are you doing?! Stupid cats!!

Calm down, Loki.

Let us go! Hey!

D-don't say that!!

Oh yeah?! Why not?!

Because they might actually let us—

Gyaaaargh!

AAAaaaAAA!

Featherfall!

Ah, thank you, Loki.

Yeah, piece of cake!

Ow

Yeess... I suppose they are also friends.

Very well. I know people like to talk a lot. We will wait...

Ok... what in Selia's shining light is going on here?

Ohhh!

Hiya Clan!

Eheheh busted!
...hi.

SO WHAT... EXACTLY, IS GOING ON HERE?

THEM GUYS'R TH' ONES WHA' CAUSED ALL TH' TROUBL' WITH SNATCH'S FAMILY!

MORN!

BUT, ME AN' SNATCH ALREADY SORT'D IT OUT!

 REALLY?

UGH... FOILED BY A DUMB TREEHUGGER...

WAIT, THIS IS OUR CHANCE!

HEY, MISTER! SHE'S LYING! WE WERE JUST MINDING OUR OWN BUSINESS...!

...TIL WE GOT JUMPED OUT OF NOWHERE BY THAT CRAZY CAT LADY!

WAH? NO WAY!

HE DOES HAVE A POINT.
CLAN IS A CRAZY CAT LADY.
NOW, IF THAT STORY'S TRUE, THEN WHY ARE YOU ALL COVERED BY FELIMAR?

PFFT, HELL IF I KNOW. THEY'RE JUST DUMB MONSTERS, THERE'S NO TELLING WHY THEY-

LIES!

YOU ATTACK SNATCH FAMILY, THAT WHY SNATCH FAMILY ATTACK YOU!

YEAH!

I... WHAT THEP?

I DIDN'T KNOW THEY COULD--

DID YOU KNOW THEY COULD--??

Euka??

ALLLLLLL RIGHT.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED!

YEAH, SO TEAM ABSENT. THANK GOD HEADMISTRESS MANA SENT US ALL.

HEHEH.
Right, then! I guess we can head off. We'll take you three to the proper authorities.

Fine by me.

We can stop by Myl on the way back, there's a guardpost of some sort there.

Grarrgh!!

Huh?

I don't think those cats want us taking their catch away, Sir.

Chu! Course not. Felimara have own way to deal with bad scales.

Yeah...... no.

No offense, but we cannot leave people to er, savage monsters, no matter what.

Which is problematic.

Well figure something out, quick! These monsters are gonna kill us for sure!

Fine.

I help scales. I tell Chief is mine not his. Felimara have way to sort out fight.

Hm?

You heard that? I did. You're a fool to help people against your clan, snatch.

But you may challenge me for them, if you must.

Mr. KrAAAAWRR

Oh gods! My ears!!
AUGH SHUT UP SHUT UP SHUT UP!!

YOU WIN, BLACK-HATTED CATFACE! GODS! WHAT A NOISE!

SNATCH CONcedes DEFEAT! WE'LL TAKE THOSE THREE PEOPLE WITH US, JUST AS AGREED.

CHIEF, I—

I ACCEPT YOUR SURRENDER.

YOU WILL TAKE THOSE SCARED ONES, AS WE AGREED.

C’MON, QUICK! BEFORE THEY REALISE...

YOU LEAVING ALREADY?

J—YES... I'M GOING BACK WITH THEM...

YOU WILL NOT STAY!

I CANNOT STAY, SKYSH...

WHEN I AM STRONG, I MAY STAY.

NOW, DON'T CAUSE A FUSS OR NOTHING...

DON'T WORRY, WE ALREADY DID SURRENDER, HA!

THAT WAS A GOOD TRICK TO GET US AWAY FROM THOSE MONSTERS, LONG-HAIR!

I DON'T LIKE CALLING IT A 'TRICK'... BUT HAHA YEAH THAT ONE USUALLY WORKS ON MONSTERS!

WAIT, SNATCH THOUGHT WE AGREE THAT—

YOU VERY SNEAKY... HOW YOU DO THAT?

AH!!

HEHEH.
PFT, SO STUPID...
YOU CAN TEACH A MONSTER TO TALK,
BUT APPARENTLY NOT TO THINK, HA!

HEY!
REALLY... IS THAT
HOW YOU SEE IT?

SO UH, WHO ARE YOU
PEOPLE, ANYWAY?
WHY WOULD YOU BOther
SAVIN' DUMB MONSTERS?

HA, WHY BOTHER SAVING IDIOT SCALERS FROM
A GRAVE THEY DUG FOR THEMSELVES?

WEH!!
LOOK OUT ENKA, I
FIGURED OUT WHO
THese GUYS ARE. MORE
DIRTY TREEHUGGERS.

THE LONG HAIR IS A DEAD
GIVEAWAY. HIPPIES!
YOU'RE CALLING ME A
...HIPPIE? HUH.
THERE'S A NEW ONE.

SERIOUSLY WHAT
IS A HIPPIE?

OKAY... LET'S
ALL CALM DOWN.

IT'S STILL QUITE A
WHILE TO MYLENOR,
YOUR DESTINATION.

BUT YOU-
WE ARE HEROES - AND HEROES-IN-
TRAINING - AND WE WERE ON A
QUEST, OUR CLIENTS THE FELIMARA.

...WHAT?

YES, SOMEBODY HAS TO STICK UP FOR
THE UNDERDogs!

HUH? CAT! IS CAT...
NOT DOG.
WHY PEOPLE SAY IS
DOG??

HEHEH...

SO DUMB... WHAT SORT OF
HERO MOB WOULD ACCEPT A
QUEST LIKE THAT? THEY'RE
JUST MONSTERS.

HMPh, JUST MONSTERS... WHICH IS WHY THE
JUSTICE WE TAKE YOU TO FACE IN MYLENOR WILL
BE SOMEWHAT LACKLUSTRE, I'M SURE.

OH YES, SPEAKING OF JUSTICE...

CLAW, YOU WERE MEANT TO STAY
BEHIND.

Awww DANGIT.

YOU'LL BE IN TROUBLE WHEN
WE GET BACK.
Awwn... at least Mylenor is only another day or so...

Ha... we definitely didn't prepare enough tents for all this!

Hey Snatch! Congratulations on finally winning a fight!

Is nice! Horn and Wing look fierce, no?

Haha yeah, looks great!

Zzz...

...you guys gonna try and escape tonight?

The thought did occur to me...

Hey Tarl, got a seven? Go fish.

Ehh...

There's no point in it!

Figured that out on your own, huh?

Well, let me see... Ren, got a seven?

Aw.

We could run, very easily. No doubt you'd call the Heroes' Guild on us though, and we'd be marked fugitives. Great fun that would be, I'm very sure. Loki, got any queens?

For you? Go fish.

Hmph. Or we could go with you to the authorities, and face our punishment...

So what's the going rate in Mylenor for stirring up monsters? Is there one?

Huh, probably not.

So you pulled a bunch of magic from the Felimara for yourself, huh? Why'd you do it? Oh, got any queens, Enka?

Anyway, that's none of your business... hey! You cheated!
Yesss the volume is overrrr. Finallyy.

Celebrate! Do a dance!

Doop doop

OK that's probably enough.

We've only got a short time to do these bonus comics so I guess we should pick a topic and go go gooo.

Um...

We talk about monster??

Well, that would make sense. I don't like it. Let's do it.

Right let's go. There are five mostly distinct groups of critters in the world, got it? There's some overlap, but broadly speaking, we've got:

Gods: Just agree they're tops

People: Yesss

Animals: Bugawk!

Monsters: Mowr??

Undead: Uh, spoilers?

Incredible and edible

Best to just avoid, yeah

Completely factual ok
OK, so these groups of fellas are kind of distinct... but not really.

I’ll vaguely describe each group I suppose, then list some example exceptions. Only a few, else I’d be stuck here yakkin’ all day...

Oh and I’m not covering gods. I think they should be obvious enough...

And I’m not covering the undead, I am totally half-assing this.

So take that as me saying this ain’t an exhaustive list.

People! They get their magic from the gods, they’re mostly pretty smart and all that. Mostly.

Except... Fey have their own magic, and griff can’t use any magic...

Animals! Tasty and good to eat. Unless you’re vegetarian or something. Created by Gaea’s ‘nature’ side, they have no magic, and are not too bright. Often less aggressive and more predictable than monsters.

Except... They say some cats and foxes may use magic. And dinosaurs are as smart as people but much more awesome.

Monsters! They are mindless beasts, created by Gaea’s ‘chaos’ side, they draw magic from themselves. They can be very unpredictable, and often dangerous.

Except... Snalions have no magic, dragons are intelligent. The crazier monsters are considered more ‘chaotic’ than the reasonable and smart ones.

Yeah ok I think this is enough text.